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Verifying impact

As the impact investing space continues to expand, stakeholders are
increasingly seeking evidence that GP claims about impact hold true,
says BlueMark’s Christina Leijonhufvud
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Q

How is impact
measurement and
management evolving
among GPs?

We have seen enormous progress over

The market is signalling that GPs need
to have strong practices and processes
that truly integrate impact consideraIt is a common complaint among

Private Equity International spoke to

metrics and standards only adds to the
getting to a consensus on a standarder clarity, transparency and accounta-
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“GPs are acutely
aware of the danger

truly committed to impact, and they

Q

of accusations of

What will it take to get
there with performance
reporting?

impact-washing and
starting to step in to hold GPs account-

greenwashing”

take impact management and measurement practices a step deeper to enpact to investors, depending on their

are all committing to greater transpar-

Q

It’s clear that progress is
being made, but there is
still the issue of an alphabet
soup of metrics, frameworks
and standards. Where are you
starting to see more clarity?

is something that our sister company,

pecially around impact management,

egies and develop impact management

These standards apply across asset

voluntary market standards, so too has
these standards and practices has made

There is also a greater understand-

There is a race to the top among GPs

Q

What have you learned
from the verifications you
have carried out so far?

es to impart real insights and learning

GPs that come to us are committed

Q

Who is driving this
evolution? Are LPs now
demanding this or are GPs
taking the lead?
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Q

What future developments do
you see in this space?

insights that can help LPs separate the

Q

Where is there a need for
improvement?

on stakeholder inclusion as an essential

is still more harmonisation needed to get to universally accepted terms and
engaged in the decision-making pro-

“Every investment
has both positive and
negative impacts, but

practice that all signatories to the Im-

Q

How are GPs using
verification?

investors are usually
only focused on the

recognise that it is not necessarily a

positive impacts”
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